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A-11. US-85 North Multimodal Corridor Vision:  I-76 to Weld County Line  
 

The transportation vision for the US-85 North Corridor is to serve as a multimodal major 

regional arterial facilitating longer distance regional trips and feeding statewide connections to 

the north.  Future improvements will primarily increase mobility as well as maintain system 

quality and improve safety.   The corridor connects the city of Brighton with the larger Denver 

urban area.  Bus service is provided in the corridor and a future rapid transit line is envisioned 

(tier 2).  The corridor also includes the following state highways: 124
th

 Avenue (SH-22) from 

Brighton Road to Sable Boulevard, Sable Boulevard (SH-2) from I-76 to SH-7, and 104
th

 

Avenue (SH-44) from Colorado Boulevard to SH-2 (see Corridor Sub-Area Exhibit #2). 

 

Primary Goals/Objectives:  

 

• Increase travel reliability and improve mobility for private and commercial vehicles; 

• Support urban development within the Denver region’s Urban Growth Boundary/Area; 

• Serve the proposed Urban Centers in the corridor;  

• Accommodate growth in personal motor vehicle and freight travel; 

• Improve management of the existing facilities and travel demand;  

• Provide alternative modes of transportation to travelers; 

• Reduce motor vehicle crash rates; 

• Eliminate design deficiencies; 

• Maintain or improve pavement to optimal condition; and 

• Maintain statewide transportation connections. 

 

Corridor Context 

 

The following statistics are reported for a 9.3 mile-long corridor area encompassing one mile on 

both sides of US-85. The corridor is projected to experience significant population and 

employment growth from 2005 to 2035. Projections indicate a population increase of 166 

percent, a 61 percent increase in employment, and a 191 percent increase in households within 

the corridor. Travel demand is projected to increase 95 percent from 2005 to 2035.   

 

Congestion measures show the US-85 corridor currently experiences an above average level of 

congestion, which will further deteriorate in 2035, as shown in the following table: 
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Table 1.  US-85 North Corridor Congestion Measures  

2006 Congestion 

Component 

Congestion  

Measure Corridor Region 
2035 

RELIABILITY Travel Time Variation 
(ratio of peak hour to non-peak hour) 

1.3 1.27 1.73 

DURATION Daily Congestion 
(hours per day) 

2 1 5 

SEVERITY % of Peak Travel Time in Delay 23% 18.5% 41% 

DELAY Vehicle Delay 
(hours per day) 

758 217,280 2,972 

INCIDENTS Crashes per Mile 
(2003 - average annual) 

35 25 � 

 

Selected Environmental Resources: 

 

1.  Land Use-Existing and Future 

 

Table 2 lists the existing urbanization and future urbanization projected within the corridor.  

 

Table 2. US-85 North —Existing Urbanization and Projected 2035 UGB (acres) 

County 
Development Type  

Adams* 
Total** 

Within UGB--Expected to be urbanized by 2035 

--Currently Urbanized  

--Currently Non-Urbanized 

6,792 

4,801 

1,990 

6,792 

4,801 

1,990 

Not proposed to be urbanized by 2035 (outside UGB) 6,161 6,161 

Total Corridor Area  12,953 12,953 

*Includes approximate UGB allocation of 197 acres.  

**Excludes portion of buffer that extends into Weld County.   
  

The corridor contains two urban centers, both in the city of Brighton:  The Adams Crossing 

Activity Center located off E-470, and the Downtown Brighton Activity Center, located at the 

intersection of 160
th

 Avenue and US 85.  

 

Figure 1 shows predominately residential and mixed-used land uses are anticipated in the 

corridor, based on county and municipal land use plans—as of 2004.  
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2.  Environmental Justice    

 

DRCOG’s assessment of Environmental Justice areas for the DRCOG region shows that 17 of 

the 560 overall EJ traffic analysis zones (TAZs) in the region fall within the corridor. Of these 

zones, nine are only “minority-concentrated”, and eight zones are both “minority-concentrated” 

and “low-income concentrated”. 

 

3.  Parks and Recreation Areas   

 

Approximately 692 acres, or 5 percent of the total acreage of 13,971 within the corridor, consists 

of parks and open space. Among the larger park areas within the corridor is a county-owned 

regional park on the west side of the corridor, north of 120
th

 Avenue, and the municipally-owned 

Platte River Ranch Park in Brighton. 

 

4.  Hazardous Materials   

 

An initial analysis the corridor reveals no significant sites within the corridor.  Sixty-eight 

Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) lie within the corridor.   

 

5.  Water Resources 

 

Three features of water resources are described here:   

Watersheds.  The corridor lies in the South Platte Urban Watershed. 

Wetlands.  Several different types of wetlands exist along the corridor.   

Figure 1-Future Land Use Percentages 

Agriculture--23.5 

Commercial--3.1

High Density Residential--0.2 

Industrial--19.6

Institutional--1.5 

Low Density Residential--16.7

Mixed-use--4.6 

Moderate Density Residential--17.9 

Open Space--12.9
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Flood Hazard Areas.  Several flood hazard areas, corresponding to FEMA Zones A and AE 

flood hazard zone designations, intersect the corridor—24 TAZs out of a total of 47 within the 

corridor include at least a portion of a flood hazard area. 

 

 

6.  Wildlife  

 

The corridor encompasses the habitat of numerous Federal Threatened and Endangered Species 

and State of Colorado Species of Special Concern.  These species include the habitats of the 

Preble’s Meadow Jumping Mouse, the Burrowing Owl and the Ute-Ladies’ Tresses Orchid. 
 

7.  Historic and Archaeological Resources   

 

There are no existing historic/archaeological districts within the corridor.  

 

Primary Strategies: 

 

Chapter 2 describes common strategies for all corridors.  Strategies that are part of a project 

receiving federal funding or subject to federal action must go through environmental (NEPA) 

analyses prior to final definition of specific project attributes. 

 

Highway Capacity and Major Capital Projects 

- Widen US-85 between I-76 and the Weld County line; 

- Construct new grade-separated interchanges on US-85 at 104
th

, 112
th

, 120
th

, 136
th

, 144
th

, and 

168
th

 Avenues and at Bromley Lane (many of these are envisioned to grade separate the UP 

tracks as well); 

- Reconstruct the US-85 interchange at SH-7; 

- Widen Sable Blvd between 124
th

 Ave and Bromley Lane; 

- Widen 104
th

 Ave between Colorado Boulevard and SH-2; and 

- Widen SH-7 where it crosses US-85. 

 

Transit 

- Construct rapid transit rail paralleling US-85. 

 

Bicycle/Pedestrian 

- Complete the South Platte River Trail from 120
th

 Avenue to the Weld County Line. 
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System Management 

- Implement intersection improvements (e.g., turn lanes, acceleration/deceleration lanes) at 

existing and future signalized intersections as appropriate (in some instances, interim before 

interchange construction);  

- Implement appropriate transit operational improvement treatments e.g. queue jumps) at 

intersections near rail stations to accommodate feeder bus service;  

- Upgrade signals at adjacent road railroad crossings and integrate them with CDOT traffic 

signal system (for interim period until new interchanges are constructed);   

- Operate corridor signals using traffic-responsive control; implement needed system detection;    

- Implement network surveillance at key points throughout entire corridor;  

- Implement/use DMSs to disseminate real-time traffic information, including real-time park-n-

Ride parking occupancy and transit parking alternatives, from regional ATIS; and  

- Adhere to US-85 Access Management Plan, strictly regulating access from adjacent 

development.  SH-2 is RB and NRC, SH-22 is NRB & NRC, and SH-44 is NRB.   

 

Preservation and Safety 

- Implement measures to reduce the number and severity of traffic crashes at identified 

locations along US-85, SH-22, SH-2, and SH-44 with a potential for crash reductions. 

 

Other 

- Construct a freight railroad bypass to the east of Denver that would reduce the number of 

trains passing through the corridor. 
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(intentionally blank) 
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A-12. US-85 South (Santa Fe Drive) Multimodal Corridor Vision:   
 Castle Rock to I-25/Denver 

 

Relevant Studies:  (1) South I-25 Corridor and US-85 Corridor FEIS/ROD—Revised ROD 

signed—October 2002.  Study Limits:  I-25 (MP 178) to I-25 (MP 195)—(Covers Douglas 

County part of this corridor, (2) FasTracks Programmatic Cumulative Effects Analysis (PCEA)—

August 2007, Study Limits:  Entire extent of proposed FasTracks program. 

 

The transportation vision for the US-85 South Corridor is to serve as a multimodal major 

regional arterial facilitating longer distance regional trips.  Future improvements will primarily 

increase mobility as well as maintain system quality and improve safety.  The corridor also 

includes Platte Canyon Road (SH-75) from C-470 to US-85. The southern section of the 

corridor traverses a largely rural area between Castle Rock and Highlands Ranch.  The northern 

section has a mix of suburban and industrial land uses. Bus/HOV lanes exist in the corridor, 

operating in the peak weekday travel periods. US-85 is paralleled by major freight railroad lines 

for the entire length. The Southwest light rail line and several transit stations with park-n-Ride 

lots are located in the corridor.  An extension is planned to Lucent Boulevard and C-470.  

Intercity rail service is envisioned (tier 2) south to Castle Rock and Colorado Springs (see 

Corridor Sub-Area Exhibit #5 and #6). 

 

Primary Goals/Objectives: 

 

• Increase travel reliability and improve mobility for private and commercial vehicles; 

• Support urban development within the Denver region’s Urban Growth Boundary/Area; 

• Serve the proposed Urban Centers in the corridor;  

• Accommodate growth in personal motor vehicle and freight travel; 

• Improve management of the existing facilities and travel demand;  

• Provide alternative modes of transportation to travelers; 

• Reduce motor vehicle crash rates; 

• Eliminate design deficiencies; 

• Maintain or improve pavement to optimal condition;  

• Maintain statewide transportation connections; and  

• Implement design treatments and services to create a functional multimodal street (especially 

within a 1-mile radius of rail transit stations). 

 

Corridor Context 

 

The following statistics are reported for a 25.5-mile long corridor area encompassing one mile on 

both sides of US-85 from I-25 in Denver to the town of Castle Rock in Douglas County. The 

corridor is projected to experience significant population and employment growth from 2005 to 

2035.  Projections indicate a population increase of 51 percent, a 41 percent increase in 

employment, and a 61 percent increase in households within the corridor. Travel demand is 

projected to increase 44 percent from 2005 to 2035.   
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Congestion measures show the US-85 corridor currently experiences a high level of congestion, 

which will further deteriorate in 2035, as shown in the following table: 

 

Table  1: US-85 South Corridor Congestion Measures  

2006 Congestion 

Component 

Congestion  

Measure Corridor Region 

2035 

Corridor 

RELIABILITY Travel Time Variation 
(ratio of peak hour to non-peak hour) 

1.45 1.27 2.18 

DURATION Daily Congestion 
(hours per day) 

3-4 1 4-5 

SEVERITY % of Peak Travel Time in Delay 30% 18.5% 51% 

DELAY Vehicle Delay 
(hours per day) 

5,093 217,280 22,420 

INCIDENTS Crashes per Mile 
(2003 - average annual) 

70 25 � 

 

Selected Environmental Resources: 

 

1. Land Use—Existing and Future 

 

Table 2 lists the existing urbanization and future urbanization projected within the corridor.  

 

Table 2. US-85 South —Existing Urbanization and Projected 2035 UGB (acres) 

Counties Development Type 
Arapahoe Denver  Douglas* Jefferson 

Total 

Within UGB--Expected to be 

urbanized by 2035 

--Currently Urbanized  

--Currently Non-Urbanized 

 

7,994 

7,621 

303 

 

4,428 

4,392 

36 

 

7,851 

6,768 

1,082.5 

 

 

0 

 

20,273 

18,781 

1,422 

Not proposed to be urbanized by 

2035 (outside UGB) 
1,476 152 13,219 15.5 14,863 

Total Corridor Area  9,470 4,580 21,070 16 35,136 

*Includes approximate UGB allocation of 1,044 acres to Douglas County. 

 

The corridor contains or adjoins four mixed-use urban centers: Englewood City Center, located 

in Englewood; the Evans Station TOD, located in Denver; the Broadway Station TOD, located in 

Denver; and Alameda Station, located in Denver.  

 

Figure 1 shows a diversity of land uses are anticipated in the corridor, based on county and 

municipal land use plans—as of 2004. 
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Figure 1--Future Land Use Percentages
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Multi Family Residential--0.7

Open Space--17.0

 
 

The South I-25 Corridor and US-85 Corridor FEIS provides a more thorough description of land 

use and zoning for the US-85 Corridor within its study area. The FasTracks PCEA also provides 

some more information on existing and anticipated land use surrounding the light rail line.   

 

2.  Environmental Justice 

 

DRCOG’s assessment of Environmental Justice areas for the DRCOG region shows that 27 of 

the 560 overall EJ traffic analysis zones (TAZs) in the region fall within the corridor. Of these 

zones, 17 are only “minority-concentrated”, and 10 zones are both “minority-concentrated” and 

“low-income concentrated”. The South I-25 Corridor and US- 85 Corridor FEIS provides a 

more thorough description of potentially affected EJ areas for the US-85 Corridor within its 

study area.  

 

3. Parks and Recreation Areas   

 

Approximately 7,496 acres, or 21.3 percent of the total acreage of 35,178 within the corridor, 

consists of parks and open space.  Among the larger park areas within the corridor is Chatfield 

State Park on the west side of the corridor, Cherokee Ranch on the southeast side of the corridor 

and the Wildcat Mountain Reserve on the east side of the corridor.  The South I-25 Corridor and 

US-85 Corridor FEIS provides a more thorough description of potentially affected parks and 

recreation areas for the US-85 Corridor within its study area.  

 

4.  Hazardous Materials   

 

An initial analysis the corridor reveals no significant sites within the corridor.  Four hundred and 

thirty-five Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) lie within the corridor.  The South I-25 Corridor 
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and US-85 Corridor FEIS provides a more thorough description of potential hazardous waste 

sites within the US-85 Corridor within its study area.  

 

5.  Water Resources 

 

Three features of water resources are described here:   

Watersheds.  The corridor lies in the Chatfield Watershed in the South, and the South Platte 

Urban Watershed in the north.   

Wetlands.  Several different types of wetlands exist along the corridor.  

Flood Hazard Areas.  Several flood hazard areas, corresponding to FEMA Zones A and AE 

flood hazard zone designations intersect the corridor—90  TAZs out of a total of 157 within the 

corridor include at least a portion of a flood hazard area. 

 

The South I-25 Corridor and US-85 Corridor FEIS provides a more thorough description of 

potentially affected wetlands, floodplains, and other water resources for the US-85 corridor 

within its study area.   

 

6.  Wildlife  

 

The corridor encompasses the habitat of numerous Federal Threatened and Endangered Species 

and State of Colorado Species of Special Concern.  These species include the habitats of the 

Preble’s Meadow Jumping Mouse, the Black-Tailed Prairie Dog and the Ute-Ladies’ Tresses 

Orchid. The South I-25 Corridor and US-85 Corridor FEIS provides a more thorough 

description of potentially affected wildlife habitat areas (including Threatened and Endangered 

Species) for the US-85 Corridor within its study area.  

 

7.  Historic and Archaeological Resources   

 

There are eight historic districts in the corridor. The largest ones are the Bear Canyon 

Agricultural District, the Cherokee Ranch/Charlford Castle, and Louviers Village. These are all 

located in Douglas County. The South I-25 Corridor and US-85 Corridor FEIS provides a more 

thorough description of potentially affected historic and archaeological resources for the US-85 

Corridor within its study area.  
 

Primary Strategies: 

 

Chapter 2 describes common strategies for all corridors.  Strategies that are part of a project 

receiving federal funding or subject to federal action must go through environmental (NEPA) 

analyses prior to final definition of specific project attributes. 

 

Highway Capacity and Major Capital Projects 

- Widen US-85 between Bowles Avenue in Littleton and Meadows Parkway in Castle Rock;  
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- Widen Platte Canyon Road between C-470 and Bowles Avenue; 

- Construct new grade-separated interchanges on US-85 at the North Meadows Drive 

extension and at Dartmouth Avenue; 

- Construct intersection or interchange improvements adjacent to northern terminus of the 

corridor at Alameda Avenue and the crossing of the Consolidated Mainline Railroad; 

- Reconstruct US-85 (Santa Fe Drive) interchanges at C-470 and at I-25 (north end); and 

- Widen Alameda Avenue, Hampden Avenue, Mineral Avenue, C-470,  and Highlands Ranch 

Parkway as they cross US-85; and  

- Implement design treatments and services to create a functional multimodal street (especially 

within a one-mile radius of rail transit stations). 

 

Transit 

- Extend the existing Southwest light rail line to C-470; 

- Expand the existing light rail station park-n-Ride at Englewood; and 

- Construct intercity rail line along a conceptual corridor paralleling US-85.  

 

Bicycle/Pedestrian 

- Provide a bicycle facility along or parallel to US-85 in Douglas County; and 

- Improve pedestrian crossings of Santa Fe Drive and the adjacent freight railroad line.  

 

System Management 

- Implement intersection improvements (e.g. turn lanes, acceleration/deceleration lanes) at 

existing and future signalized intersections as appropriate. Implement appropriate transit 

operational improvements (e.g. queue jumps) at intersections near rail stations to 

accommodate feeder bus service;    

- Upgrade signals at adjacent road railroad crossings and integrate them with CDOT traffic 

signal system in Douglas County;  

- Operate corridor signals using traffic-responsive control from Highlands Ranch Parkway 

north to I-25; implement needed detection. Consider possible HOV priority from Bowles 

north;  

- Implement full network surveillance from Highlands Ranch Parkway north to I-25, and 

surveillance at key points to the south; 

- Implement/use DMSs to disseminate real-time traffic and route guidance (as I-25 incident 

diversion route) information, from regional ATIS, including real-time park-n-Ride parking 

occupancy and transit parking alternatives in southern portion of corridor;  

- Regulate access from adjacent development by developing an Access Management Plan from 

Sumner Street (Littleton) to C-470, and adhering to US-85 Access Management Plan south of 

C-470, EX access category from Sumner Street to Florida Avenue, and NRA access category 

further north to I-25; and 

- Consider peak period lane restrictions on trucks from C-470 to the north. 
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Travel Demand Management 

- Target efforts to increase transit use of the Southwest Corridor light rail line; and 

- Targeted activities to increase car-and van-pooling from areas outside the immediate reach of 

rapid or intercity transit. 

 

Preservation and Safety 

- Implement measures to reduce the number and severity of traffic crashes at identified 

locations along US-85 with a potential for crash reductions. 

 

Other 

- Construct a freight railroad bypass to the east of Denver that would reduce the number of 

trains passing through the corridor. 
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A-13. US-285 Multimodal Corridor Vision:  Park County Line to SH-8 
 

Relevant Studies: (1) US-285 Foxton Road to Bailey Environmental Assessment.  August 2004.  

Study Limits:  US-285 in Bailey (MP 220.5) to Foxton Road near Conifer (MP 235.2).  (2) 

Jefferson County Conifer/285 Corridor Area Community Plan-Adopted September 2003, Plan 

limits:  US-285 within Jefferson County.  

 

The transportation vision for the US-285 Corridor is to serve as a multimodal major regional 

arterial facilitating longer distance regional trips and feeding statewide connections to the west.  

Future improvements will primarily increase mobility as well as maintain system quality and 

improve safety.  The corridor serves a high amount of recreational weekend traffic and daily 

commuter traffic to and from the Denver urban area.  It is located in a mountainous area with 

limited adjacent commercial and residential activity.  Regional bus service is provided and park-

n-Ride lots are located along the corridor (see Corridor Sub-Area Exhibit #6). 

 

Primary Goals/Objectives: 

 

• Increase travel reliability and improve mobility for private and commercial vehicles; 

• Support urban development within the Denver region’s Urban Growth Boundary/Area; 

• Accommodate growth in personal motor vehicle and freight travel; 

• Improve management of the existing facilities and travel demand;  

• Provide alternative modes of transportation to travelers; 

• Reduce motor vehicle crash rates; 

• Eliminate design deficiencies; 

• Maintain or improve pavement to optimal condition; and 

• Maintain statewide transportation connections. 

 

Corridor Context 

 

The following statistics are reported for a 19.9-mile long corridor area encompassing one mile on 

both sides of US-285 from the Park County line to State Highway 8 in Jefferson County. The 

corridor is projected to experience population and employment growth from 2005 to 2035.  

Projections indicate a population increase of 22 percent, a 30 percent increase in employment, 

and a 30 percent increase in households within the corridor. Travel demand is projected to 

increase 70 percent from 2005 to 2035.   

 

Congestion measures show the US-285 corridor experiences an average level of congestion, 

which will grow substantially worse in 2035, as shown in the following table: 
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Table 1.  US-285 Corridor Congestion Measures  

2006 Congestion 

Component 

Congestion  

Measure Corridor Region 

2035 

Corridor 

RELIABILITY Travel Time Variation 
(ratio of peak hour to non-peak hour) 

1.29 1.27 2.28 

DURATION Daily Congestion 
(hours per day) 

1 1 5 

SEVERITY % of Peak Travel Time in Delay 21% 18.5% 54% 

DELAY Vehicle Delay 
(hours per day) 

1,147 217,280 12,369 

INCIDENTS Crashes per Mile 
(2003 - average annual) 

55 25 � 

 

The US-285 Foxton Road to Bailey EA gives a more thorough description of both existing and 

future traffic volumes within its study area. 

 

Selected Environmental Resources: 

 

1.  Land Use-Existing and Future 

 

Table 2 lists the existing urbanization and future urbanization projected within the corridor.  

 

Table 2. US-285 —Existing Urbanization and Projected 2035 UGB (acres) 

County Development Type  
Jefferson* 

Total** 

Within UGB--Expected to be urbanized by 2035 

 --Currently Urbanized  

  --Currently Non-Urbanized 

3,128.5 

2,574 

554 

3,129 

2,574 

554 

Not proposed to be urbanized by 2035 (outside UGB) 22,071 22,071 

Total Corridor Area  25,200 25,200 

*Includes approximate UGB allocation of 9 acres to Morrison (Jefferson County). 

**Excludes portion of corridor that extends into Park County. 

 

 

The corridor contains no urban centers. 

 

Figure 1 shows predominately residential land uses are anticipated in the corridor, based on 

county and municipal land use plans—as of 2004. 
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The US-285 Foxton Road to Bailey EA gives a more thorough description of both existing and 

future land use, as well as potential impacts, within its study area. 

 

2.  Environmental Justice    

 

DRCOG’s assessment of Environmental Justice areas for the DRCOG region shows that none of 

the 560 overall EJ traffic analysis zones (TAZs) in the region fall within the corridor. The US-

285 Foxton Road to Bailey EA gives a more thorough description of the environmental justice 

population and potential impacts, within its study area. 

 

3. Parks and Recreation Areas   

 

Approximately 2,153 acres, or 8.2 percent of the total acreage of 26,102 within the corridor, 

consists of parks and open space. Among the larger open space areas within the corridor are the 

Jefferson County open space in the northern part of the corridor, fronting US-285; Mount Falcon 

Park in the north, just off of Parmalee Gulch Road; and Meyer Ranch Park in the central part of 

the corridor, also fronting US-285. The US-285 Foxton Road to Bailey EA gives a more 

thorough description of existing parks and recreation areas and potential impacts, within its study 

area.  

 

4. Hazardous Materials   

 

An initial analysis the corridor reveals no significant sites within the corridor.  Nineteen 

Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) lie within the corridor.  The US-285 Foxton Road to Bailey 

EA gives a more thorough description of hazardous waste sites and potential impacts, within its 

study area.  

 

Figure 1--Future Land Use Percentages
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5.  Water Resources 

 

Three features of water resources are described here:   

Watersheds.  The corridor lies in the Upper South Platte Watershed in the southwest, and the 

Bear Creek Watershed in the northeast. 

Wetlands.  Several different types of wetlands exist along the corridor.   

Flood Hazard Areas.  Several flood hazard areas, corresponding to FEMA Zones A and AE 

flood hazard zone designations intersect the corridor.  16 TAZs out of a total of 19 within the 

corridor include at least a portion of a flood hazard area.  

 

The US-285 Foxton Road to Bailey EA gives a more thorough description of wetlands, 

floodplains, and other water resources, as well as potential impacts within its study area.  

 

6.  Wildlife  

 

The corridor encompasses the habitat of numerous Federal Threatened and Endangered Species 

and State of Colorado Species of Special Concern.  These species include the habitats of the 

Mexican Spotted Owl, the Common Shiner, and the Ute-Ladies’ Tresses Orchid.  The US-285 

Foxton Road to Bailey EA gives a more thorough description of existing wildlife habitat, 

(including that of Threatened and Endangered Species), and potential impacts measures within 

its study area.  
 

7. Historic and Archaeological Resources   

 

There is one historic district in the corridor—the Midway House-Meyer Ranch-Broken Bar M 

Ranch in Conifer.  The US-285 Foxton Road to Bailey EA gives a more thorough description of 

existing historic and archaeological properties and potential impacts within its study area.  

 

Primary Strategies: 

 

Chapter 2 describes common strategies for all corridors.  Strategies that are part of a project 

receiving federal funding or subject to federal action must go through environmental (NEPA) 

analyses prior to final definition of specific project attributes. 

 

Highway Capacity and Major Capital Projects 

- Widen US-285 between the Park County line and Foxton Road; and 

- Construct five  new grade separations between Pine Junction and Foxton Road 

 

Transit 

- Provide additional bus transit service as demand increases. 
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Bicycle/Pedestrian 

- Provide pedestrian and bicycle access between developments that do not have direct access to 

US-285. 

 

System Management 

- Implement network surveillance at key points throughout entire corridor;  

- Implement/use DMSs to display mountain travel weather advisories; 

- Adhere to EX access category, strictly regulating access from adjacent development; and 

- Construct frontage roads to serve local developments. 

 

Travel Demand Management 

- Targeted activities to increase car-and van-pooling from areas outside the immediate reach of 

rapid or intercity transit. 

 

Preservation and Safety 

- Implement measures to reduce the number and severity of traffic crashes at identified 

locations along US-285 with a potential for crash reductions. 
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(intentionally blank) 
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A-14. US-287 Multimodal Corridor Vision:  US-36 to Larimer County 
Line 

 

The transportation vision for the US-287 Corridor is to serve as a multimodal major regional 

arterial facilitating longer distance regional trips and feeding statewide connections to the north.   

Future improvements will primarily improve mobility as well as maintain system quality and 

improve safety.   The corridor also includes SH-42 from US-287 to Arapahoe Road (SH-7).  US-

287 serves as a local Main Street as it passes through Longmont.  Bus transit service is provided 

along the corridor and provides an important connection between Longmont and Denver, and 

between Erie and the US-36 Corridor. From Longmont north, a state intercity rail connection is 

envisioned (tier 2). The northern end of the corridor connects to the developing areas of Larimer 

County (see Corridor Sub-Area Exhibit #9). 

 

Primary Goals/Objectives: 

 

• Increase travel reliability and improve mobility for private commercial and public transit 

vehicles; 

• Support urban development within the Denver region’s Urban Growth Boundary/Area; 

• Serve the proposed Urban Centers in the corridor; 

• Accommodate growth in personal motor vehicle, use of public transit, and freight travel; 

• Improve management of the existing facilities and travel demand;  

• Provide alternative modes of transportation to travelers; 

• Reduce motor vehicle crash rates; 

• Eliminate design deficiencies; 

• Maintain or improve pavement to optimal condition; and 

• Maintain interregional transportation connections. 

 

Corridor Context 

 

The following statistics are reported for a 24.2-mile long corridor area encompassing one mile on 

both sides of US-287 from US 36 to the Larimer County line. The corridor is projected to 

experience moderate population and employment growth from 2005 to 2035, especially in the 

northern section of this corridor.  Projections indicate a population increase of 41 percent, a 44 

percent increase in employment, and a 49 percent increase in households within the corridor. 

Travel demand is projected to increase 38 percent from 2005 to 2035.   

 

Congestion measures show the US-287 corridor experiences an average level of congestion, 

which will grow substantially worse in 2035, as shown in the following table: 
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Table 1.  US-287 Corridor Congestion Measures  

2006 Congestion 

Component 

Congestion  

Measure Corridor Region 

2035 

Corridor 

RELIABILITY Travel Time Variation 
(ratio of peak hour to non-peak hour) 

1.27 1.27 1.64 

DURATION Daily Congestion 
(hours per day) 

1 1 4 

SEVERITY % of Peak Travel Time in Delay 19% 18.5% 36% 

DELAY Vehicle Delay 
(hours per day) 

2,332 217,280 8,473 

INCIDENTS Crashes per Mile 
(2003 - average annual) 

60 25 � 

 

Selected Environmental Resources: 

 

1. Land Use—Existing and Future 

 

Table 2 lists the existing urbanization and future urbanization projected within the corridor.  

 

Table 2. US-287 —Existing Urbanization and Projected 2035 UGB (acres)  

Counties Development Type  
Boulder* Broomfield Jefferson 

Total** 

Within UGB--Expected to be urbanized by 2035 

 --Currently Urbanized  

  --Currently Non-Urbanized 

 

11,850 

10,093 

1,757 

 

3,106 

3,092 

15 

 

176.5 

176.5 

0 

 

15,133 

13,361 

1,772 

Not proposed to be urbanized by 2035 (outside 

UGB) 
16,734 85 0 16,819 

Total Corridor Area  28,584 3,191 177 31,952 

*Includes approximate UGB allocation of 1,146 acres to Boulder County (Erie, Lafayette, and Longmont)  

**Does not include portion of buffer that extends into Larimer County. 

 

 

The corridor contains five urban centers:  the Urban Transit Village mixed-use center in 

Broomfield; the Ken Pratt Extension activity center in Longmont; the CBD of Longmont; the 

North Main Street Activity Center in Longmont; and the SH66 Mixed-use Corridor activity 

center in Longmont.   

 

Figure 1 shows predominately agricultural uses are anticipated in the corridor, based on county 

and municipal land use plans—as of 2004. 
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2.  Environmental Justice    

 

DRCOG’s assessment of Environmental Justice areas for the DRCOG region shows that 23 of 

the 560 overall EJ traffic analysis zones (TAZs) in the region fall within the corridor. Of these 23 

zones, 6 of these zones in the corridor are both “minority-concentrated” and “low-income 

concentrated”.  Seventeen are only “minority-concentrated”. 

 

3. Parks and Recreation Areas   

 

Approximately 11,568 acres, or 35 percent of the total acreage of 32,936 within the corridor, 

consist of parks and open space. Among the larger open space areas within the corridor are Ertl, 

Rock Creek Farm, and Yoakum, all in unincorporated Boulder County. 

 

4. Hazardous Materials  

  

An initial analysis the corridor reveals no significant sites within the corridor.  One hundred 

forty-one Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) lie within the corridor.   

 

5.  Water Resources 

 

Three features of water resources are described here:   

Watersheds.  The corridor lies in the Big Dry Watershed in the South, and the St. Vrain 

Watershed in the north 

Wetlands.  Several different types of wetlands exist along the corridor.   

Figure 1--Future Land Use Percentages 

Agriculture--44.3 

Commercial--2.8

High Density Residential--2.9 

Industrial--3.4

Institutional--2.9 

Low Density Residential--6.8

Mixed Use--4.4 

Moderate Density Residential--12.8 

Multi Family Residential--0.9

Open Space--18.9
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Flood Hazard Areas.  Several flood hazard areas, corresponding to FEMA Zones A and AE 

flood hazard zone designations intersect the corridor.  56 TAZs out of a total of 133 within the 

corridor include at least a portion of a flood hazard area. 

 

6.   Wildlife  

 

The corridor encompasses the habitat of numerous Federal Threatened and Endangered Species 

and State of Colorado Species of Special Concern.  These species include the habitats of the 

Preble’s Meadow Jumping Mouse, the Northern Pocket Gopher, and the Ute-Ladies’ Tresses 

Orchid. 

 

7.   Historic and Archaeological Resources   

 

There are three historic districts in the corridor; the Lafayette Eligible Historic District in 

Lafayette, and the West Side and East Side Historic Districts in Longmont. 

 

Primary Strategies: 

 

Chapter 2 describes common strategies for all corridors.  Strategies that are part of a project 

receiving federal funding or subject to federal action must go through environmental (NEPA) 

analyses prior to final definition of specific project attributes. 

 

Roadway Capacity and Major Capital Projects 

- Widen US-287 between Midway Boulevard and Empire Road/SH-42;   

- Widen Dillon Rd/144
th

 Avenue, Arapahoe Road, Isabelle Road, Mineral Road (SH-52), and 

Ute Road (SH-66) where they cross US-287; and 

- Widen SH-42 between US-287 and Baseline Road. 

 

Transit 

- Provide feeder bus service to the US-36 and Longmont Diagonal rail transit stations and 

continuing service onto the US-36 BRT line; and 

- Add additional local bus service between Erie and US-36 Corridor. 

 

Bicycle/Pedestrian 

- Complete gaps on the regional bicycle corridor along US-287 and the community corridor 

along SH-42. 

 

System Management 

- Implement intersection improvements on US-287 and SH-42 (e.g., turn lanes, 

acceleration/deceleration lanes) at existing and future signalized intersections as 
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appropriate.  From SH-66 to SH-52, implement appropriate transit operational improvements 

(e.g., queue jumps) at intersections;   

- Upgrade signals at US-287 railroad crossings and integrate them with Longmont and CDOT 

traffic signal systems;   

- Operate corridor signals using traffic-responsive signal control; implement needed system 

detection including bicycle detection and dilemma-zone-clearance;    

- Implement network surveillance at key points throughout entire corridor;   

- North of Vermillion Road, and south of SH-119, adhere to NRA and RA access category 

requirements, regulating access from adjacent development.  Raised median treatments may 

be necessary in some locations; and   

- Pursue access consolidation/driveway reconstruction as feasible between Vermillion Road 

and SH-119. 

 

Travel Demand Management 

- Consider strategic open space purchases, transfers of development rights, rural preservation 

zoning/buy downs or similar strategies to reduce development/traffic north of Vermillion 

Road and between Plateau Road and SH-7.   

 

Preservation and Safety 

- Implement measures to reduce the number and severity of traffic crashes at identified 

locations along US-287 with a potential for crash reductions. 
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A-15. Wadsworth Boulevard (SH-121) Multimodal Corridor Vision:   
 C-470 to US-36  
 

Relevant Studies:  (1) Wadsworth/Grandview Railroad Separation Environmental 

Assessment/FONSI—EA completed May 9, 2005, FONSI issued August 31, 2005.  EA Limits:  

Wadsworth Bypass from 55
th

 Avenue to 58
th

 Avenue.   

 

Website:  http://www.dot.state.co.us/wadsworthgrandview/poverview 

 

(2) Wadsworth Boulevard Environmental Assessment (expected completion date of draft—

November/December 2008), Summary of Existing Conditions—US-6 and Wadsworth Boulevard 

Area—released August 2007.  Study Limits:  3
rd

 Avenue to 13
th

 Avenue including US-

6/Wadsworth Interchange. 

 

Website:  http://www.dot.state.co.us/US6Wadsworth/index.cfm 

 

The transportation vision for the Wadsworth Boulevard (SH-121) Corridor is to serve as a 

multimodal major regional arterial facilitating longer distance regional trips and access to 

adjacent establishments in the most densely developed areas.  Future improvements will 

primarily increase mobility as well as maintain system quality and improve safety.  Most of the 

corridor is situated in a densely developed urban and suburban area.   High frequency bus service 

is provided and complemented by several park-n-Ride lots.  Feeder service to the five rapid 

transit stations for lines crossing Wadsworth Boulevard will be provided.  A rapid transit line 

along Wadsworth is also envisioned in tier 2. Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport is located 

adjacent to the northern end of the corridor. The corridor also includes SH-121 from C-470 south 

to Waterton Road, Sheridan Boulevard (SH-95) from US-285 to US-36, and Kipling Street 

(SH-391) from US-285 to I-70 (see Corridor Sub-Area Exhibits #6, #7, and #8). 

 

Primary Goals/Objectives:  

 

• Increase travel reliability and improve mobility for private and commercial vehicles; 

• Support urban development within the Denver region’s Urban Growth Boundary/Area; 

• Serve the proposed Urban Centers in the corridor;  

• Accommodate growth in personal motor vehicle and freight travel; 

• Improve management of the existing facilities and travel demand;  

• Provide alternative modes of transportation to travelers; 

• Reduce motor vehicle crash rates; 

• Eliminate design deficiencies; and 

• Maintain or improve pavement to optimal condition. 

 

Corridor Context 

 

The following statistics are reported for a 25.6-mile long corridor area encompassing one mile on 

both sides of Wadsworth Boulevard from C-470 to US-36. Population and employment growth is 

expected in the corridor.  The corridor is projected to experience population and employment 
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growth from 2005 to 2035.  Projections indicate a population increase of 20 percent, a 36 percent 

increase in employment, and a 28 percent increase in households within the corridor. Travel 

demand is projected to increase 27 percent from 2005 to 2035.   

 

Congestion measures show the Wadsworth Boulevard corridor currently experiences a high level 

of congestion, which will further deteriorate in 2035, as shown in the following table: 

 

Table 1.  Wadsworth Boulevard (SH-121) Corridor Congestion Measures  

2006 Congestion 

Component 

Congestion  

Measure Corridor Region 

2035 

Corridor 

RELIABILITY Travel Time Variation 
(ratio of peak hour to non-peak hour) 

1.68 1.27 2.00 

DURATION Daily Congestion 
(hours per day) 

3 1 4-5 

SEVERITY % of Peak Travel Time in Delay 37% 18.5% 47% 

DELAY Vehicle Delay 
(hours per day) 

9,146 217,280 17,990 

INCIDENTS Crashes per Mile 
(2003 - average annual) 

127 25 � 

 

Selected Environmental Resources: 

 

1.  Land Use-Existing and Future 

 

Table 2 lists the existing urbanization and future urbanization projected within the corridor.  

 

Table 2. Wadsworth Boulevard —Existing Urbanization and Projected 2035 UGB (acres) 

Counties Development Type  
Broomfield Denver Jefferson* 

Total 

Within UGB--Expected to be 

urbanized by 2035 

 --Currently Urbanized 

  --Currently Non-Urbanized 

 

2,439 

2,439 

0 

 

1,629 

1,625 

3 

 

27,232 

26,708 

524 

 

31,300 

30,772 

527 

Not proposed to be urbanized by 

2035 (outside UGB) 
1 556 3,325 3,882 

Total Corridor Area 2,440 2,185 30,557 35,182 

*Includes approximate UGB allocation of 123 acres to (Westminster) Jefferson County. 

 

 

The corridor contains seven urban centers.  Three are mixed-use: Olde Town/New Town in 

Arvada, Broomfield Urban Transit Village and Lakewood Center.  Three are activity centers; 

Westminster Center, Westminster Promenade, and Southwest Plaza in unincorporated Jefferson 

County. One is a regional corridor, the C-470 corridor.   
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Figure 1 shows predominately residential land uses are anticipated in the corridor, based on 

county and municipal land use plans—as of 2004. 

 

 
 

The Wadsworth/Grandview Railroad Separation Environmental Assessment and the Wadsworth 

Boulevard Environmental Assessment –“Summary of Existing Conditions” report give a more 

detailed overview of existing and future land use as well as potential impacts within their 

respective study areas. 

 

2.  Environmental Justice    

 

DRCOG’s assessment of Environmental Justice areas for the DRCOG region shows that 38 of 

the 560 overall EJ traffic analysis zones (TAZs) in the region fall within the corridor. Of these 38 

zones, 2 are both “minority-concentrated” and “low-income concentrated,” 35 are only 

“minority-concentrated” and one zone is only “low-income concentrated”.  The 

Wadsworth/Grandview Railroad Separation Environmental Assessment gives a more detailed 

overview of EJ areas and potential impacts within its study area. 

 

3. Parks and Recreation Areas   

 

Approximately 4,614 acres, or 13.1 percent of the total acreage of 35,200 within the corridor, 

consists of parks and open space.  Among the larger parks are Chatfield State Park and Robert F. 

Clement Park, both in unincorporated Jefferson County at the southern end of the corridor. Both 

the Wadsworth/Grandview Railroad Separation Environmental Assessment and the Wadsworth 

Figure 1--Future Land Use Percentages 

Agriculture--0.3

Commercial--7.0 

High Density Residential--2.7

Industrial--2.2

Institutional--6.5

Low Density Residential--2.5 

Mixed-use--7.3

Moderate Density Residential—52.6 

 
Multi Family Residential--3.8

Open Space--15.0
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Boulevard Environmental Assessment –“Summary of Existing Conditions” report give a more 

detailed overview of existing park and recreation areas as well as potential impacts within their 

respective study areas. 

 

4. Hazardous Materials   

 

An initial analysis the corridor reveals no significant sites within the corridor. Three hundred 

Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) lie within the corridor.  Both the Wadsworth/Grandview 

Railroad Separation Environmental Assessment and the Wadsworth Boulevard Environmental 

Assessment –“Summary of Existing Conditions” report give a more detailed overview of existing 

hazardous waste sites use as well as potential impacts within their respective study areas. 

 

5.  Water Resources 

 

Three features of water resources are described here:   

 

Watersheds.  The corridor lies in the Chatfield, South Platte Urban, and Big Dry watersheds. 

Wetlands.  Several different types of wetlands exist along the corridor.   

Flood Hazard Areas.  Several flood hazard areas, corresponding to FEMA Zones A and AE 

flood hazard zone designations intersect the corridor—130 TAZs out of a total of 216 within the 

corridor include at least a portion of a flood hazard area. Both the Wadsworth/Grandview 

Railroad Separation Environmental Assessment and the Wadsworth Boulevard Environmental 

Assessment –“Summary of Existing Conditions” report give a more detailed overview of 

floodplains, wetlands, and other water resources, as well as potential impacts within their 

respective study areas. 

 

6. Wildlife  

 

The corridor encompasses the habitat of numerous Federal Threatened and Endangered Species 

and State of Colorado Species of Special Concern.  These species include the habitats of the 

Whooping Crane, Preble’s Meadow Jumping Mouse, and the Ute-Ladies’ Tresses Orchid. Both 

the Wadsworth/Grandview Railroad Separation Environmental Assessment and the Wadsworth 

Boulevard Environmental Assessment –“Summary of Existing Conditions” report give a more 

detailed overview of wildlife habitat, including those of Threatened and Endangered species, as 

well as potential impacts within their respective study areas. 

 

7. Historic and Archaeological Resources   

 

There are four historic districts in the corridor—the Stocke/Walter Addition, the Reno Park 

Addition, and the Arvada Downtown-Olde Town, all in Arvada, and the Jewish-Consumptives’ 

Relief Society in Lakewood. Both the Wadsworth/Grandview Railroad Separation 

Environmental Assessment and the Wadsworth Boulevard Environmental Assessment –
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“Summary of Existing Conditions” report give a more detailed overview of historical and 

archaeological resources, as well as potential impacts within their respective study areas. 

 

Primary Strategies: 

 

Chapter 2 describes common strategies for all corridors.  Strategies that are part of a project 

receiving federal funding or subject to federal action must go through environmental (NEPA) 

analyses prior to final definition of specific project attributes. 

 

Highway Capacity and Major Capital Projects 

- Widen Wadsworth Boulevard between C-470 and Ohio Avenue, between US-6 and I-70, and 

between 92
nd

 Avenue and 120
th

 Avenue/SH-128; 

- Widen Kipling Street between US-285 and I-70 to six through lanes; 

- Widen Sheridan Boulevard between I-76 and US-36;  

- Reconstruct interchanges on Wadsworth Boulevard at US-285, US-6, and US-36;  

- Construct a grade separation on Wadsworth Boulevard at Grandview Avenue and the BNSF 

railroad underpass (currently under construction); 

- Reconstruct interchanges on Kipling Street at US-285, US-6, and I-70; 

- Reconstruct interchanges on Sheridan Boulevard at US-285, US-6, and US-36; and 

- Widen C-470, US-285, I-70, I-76, US-36, Chatfield Avenue, Ken Caryl Avenue, Quincy 

Avenue, Alameda Avenue, and 100
th

 Avenue where they cross the corridor. 

 

Transit 

- Construct rapid transit line in the corridor between Bowles Avenue and US-36; and 

- Construct rapid transit stations in the corridor to serve the US-36 (rail and HOV), Gold Line, 

and West Corridor lines. 

 

Bicycle/Pedestrian 

- Provide additional grade separated bicycle/pedestrian underpasses or overpass at high 

volume locations;  

- Complete the regional bicycle corridor between US-36 and 72
nd

 Avenue; 

- Complete the community bicycle corridor from Quincy Avenue to Bowles Avenue; and 

- Complete the community bicycle corridor from Ken Caryl Avenue to C-470. 

 

System Management 

- Implement intersection improvements on SH-121, SH-95, and SH-391 (e.g., turn lanes, 

acceleration/deceleration lanes) at existing and future signalized intersections as 

appropriate.   
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- Implement appropriate transit operational improvements (e.g. queue jumps) at intersections 

near rail stations to accommodate feeder bus service and/or circulators;   

- Operate corridor signals using traffic-responsive signal control; implement needed system 

detection;    

- From Bowles Avenue to US-36, operate signals in a manner that supports the rapid transit 

line; 

- Implement full network surveillance throughout entire corridor; and  

- As feasible, pursue access consolidation, driveway reconstruction, raised median 

implementation, provision or extension of right turn acceleration/deceleration lanes, 

backstreet access between developments, etc. consistent with NRA access category.   

 

Travel Demand Management 

- Target efforts to increase transit use of the Gold Line, US-36 rail/BRT, and West Corridor 

rapid transit lines. 

 

Preservation and Safety 

- Rebuild deficient traffic signals on SH-121, SH95 and SH-391; and  

- Implement measures to reduce the number and severity of traffic crashes at identified 

locations along SH-121, SH-95, and SH-391 with a potential for crash reductions. 


